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Let (X, II· II) be a real Banach space. Let J(-) be a function defined on X 
with values in IR U { + oo}. Let t: be a fixed positive number. We say that the 
function J(·) is c:-conve.T (see Jofre, Luc and Thera, 1998, and Luc, Ngai and 
T hera, 1999) if for every :r, vE X and real t , 0 ::=; t ::=; 1, the following inequality 
holds 

j(tx + (1- t)v):::; tj(x) + (1- t )j(y ) + ct(1- t)II.T- vii· (1) 

Luc, Ngai and Thera (2000) introd uced the following notions. We say that 
the function J( ·) is approximate convex at a point :.ro E X, if there is 8 > 0 
such that (1) holds for every x, v E X such that llx - :ro ll ~ 8, llv- .Toll ~ 8 
and every t , 0 ::=; t ~ 1. We say that the function J(·) is approximate conve:z: on 
a set C c X if it is approximate convex at each point .To E C . In particular, 
wheu C = X, we say that the function J( ·) is approximate convex. In those 
definitions the choice of 8 depends on t: and :ro as well. 

Now we shall give a uniform version of the notion of approximate convex 
functions. 

We say that the funct ion f (-) is nniformlv approximate conve:r; if for every 
E > 0 there is 8 > 0 such that (1) holds for every :~: , y E X with ll :r - vii :::; 8 
and every t, 0 ::=; t ::=; 1. Of course each uniformly approximate convex function 
is approximate convex. 

It is obvious that for every t: > 0 the domain of an t:-convcx function J(- ), 
clom f = f.1: F X : f( x) < + oo } is r.onvP.x . T his is not. va lirl fnr PvPrv :mnnwi -
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The domain of uniformly approximate convex function need not be convex. 
Indeed, let xo EX be a fixed point such that ll xoll > 3. Let 

f(x)={~ 
+oo 

if llxll ~ 1, 
if llx- xo ll ~ 1, 
otherwise. 

It is easy to see that if llx - vii ~ 1, then 

f(tx + (1- t)y) ~ tf(x) + (1- t)f(y). 

This trivially implies that f(-) is uniformly approximate convex. Observe that 
in this case the domain off(-) is not connected . One can construct a uniformly 
approximate convex function f(·) such that its domain is connected but it is 
not convex. Indeed, let X = IR2 and let 

{ 

0 if y < 0, 
f(x, y) = 1 if y = 0, 2n ~ x ~ 2n + 1, n = 1, 2, ... , 

+oo otherwise. 

It is easy to see that in this case the domain off(·) is connected and non-convex , 
however it is not closed. 

We say that A C X is locally convex if for each x E A there is a neighbour
hood V of x such that the set An V is convex (see Tietze, 1928, Matsumura, 
1928, Klee , 1951). We say that a set A C X is uniformly locally convex if there 
is a neighbourhood V of 0 such that for each x E X the set An (x + V) is con
vex. Just from the definitions it follows that domains of uniformly approximate 
convex functions are uniformly locally convex. Of course, each uniformly locally 
convex set is also locally convex. The converse is not true. For example every 
open set is locally convex. For uniformly locally convex sets we have 

PROPOSITION 1 Let X be a locally convex topological space. Let A C X be a 
uniformly locally convez set. Then, its clos·ure A is unij01·rnly locally conve:r. 

Proof. By the definition there is a convex closed neighborhood of zero W such 
that for all x E ! , An (.1: + W) is a convex set. Let V = j W. It is easy to see 
that every i E A (V + z) n A is a convex set. Let y,z E An (.1: + V) and lett, 
0 ~ t ~ 1. Since y, z E An (:r + V) for every convex neighbourhood of zero, U, 
there are yu, zu E An (x + V) such t hat vu E (y + U) and zu E (z + U). By 
the convexity of U tyu + (1- t)zu E (ty + (1- t) z + U). The arbitrariness of U 
and the closedness of An V imply that tx + (1- t)y E An (x + V). Thus, the 
set A is uniformly locally convex. • 

Of course, Proposition 1 is not valid for locally convex sets. Indeed , let C 
be an open non-convex set . The set C is locally convex, but its closure is not. 

It can be shown that a closed connected locally convex sets are convex (see 
Tietze, 1928, and Matsumura, 1928, for IR", and Klee, 1951, for topological lin
ear spaces). In particular, if the domain of an approximate convex function f(-) 
is simultaneouslv connected and closed then it is convex. Using the results 
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PROPOSITION 2 Let X be a locally convex space. Let A C X be an open uni
formly locally convex connected set. Then it is conve:r:. 

Proof. By Proposition 1, A, the closure of the set A, is convex. Thus, its interior 
A = lnt A is also convex. • 

COROLLARY 3 Let X be a locally conve:z; space. Let A C X be an open 1tnifor·rnly 
locally convex set. Then it is a union of disjoint conve:r open sets. 

As a consequence we obtain that if the domain of a unifonnly approximate 
convex function f(-) is open, then it is a union of disjoint open convex sets. 

In Rolewicz (2000) the notions of o{)-paraconvex and strongly o:(-)-paracon
vex functions were introduced . We recall them below. 

Let a( t) be a nondeereasing function mapping the interval [0, + oo) into the 
interval [0, + oo] such that a(O) = 0 and 

. o:(t) 
lun sup -- < + oo. 

tjO t 
(2) 

Let (X, 11·11) be a normed space. Let n be a convex subset of X. Let f( ·) 
be a real valued function defined on D. We say that the function J(-) is a(-)
pa·mconvex if there is a constant C > 0 such that for all x, y E D and 0 ~ t ~ 1 
we have 

f(t x + (1- t)y) ~ tf(x) + (1- t)f(y) + C'CY(II:~:- vii). (3) 

For n(t) = t2 this defi nition was introduced in Rolewicz (1979a) and the t2
-

paraconvex functions were called simply paraconvex functions. In R.olewicz 
( 1979b) the notion was extended of the: case a(t) = t1 , 1 ~ 1, and {Lparaconvex 
functions were called 1-paraconvex functious. For a(t) = fY, 2 < 1 each t'
paraconvex function is convex. Moreover, if 

. a( t) 
hm sup -

2
- = 0, 

tjO t 

then each a(·)-paraconvex function is convex (Rolewicz, 2000). 
We say that the function f(-) is stmngly a(-) -pamconvea; if there is a constant 

C > 0 such that for a ll x,y ED and 0 ~ t ~ 1 we have 

f(t:r + (1- t)y) 

~ tj(x) + (1- t )f(y) + c min[t , (1- t)]a(llx- vii). (4) 

The notions of a(- )-paraconvexity and strong a(- )-paraconvexity are not 
equivalent. A Reader can find some sufficient aud necessary conditions for the 
equivalence of two notions in Rolewicz (2000). It can be shown that for 1 < 1 
the fLparaconvex functions arc strongly fY -para.convex . 

In this note we shall show that the notions of uniformly approximate convex 
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For this purpose we shall extend the notions of a{)-paraconvex and strong 
a{ )-paraconvex functions to the case offunctions, whose domains are uniformly 
locally convex sets. Let n be a uniformly locally convex set, and let 8 > 0 be 
such that for all x E X, the sets n n B ( x, 8), where B( x, 8) denotes a closed ball 
with the center at x and the radius 8, arc convex. We say that a function f(-) 
is o{) -paraconvex if there is a constant C > 0 such that for a ll x, v E n such 
that ll x - vii ~ 8 and 0 ~ t ~ 1 we have 

f(tx + (1- t)y) ~ tf(x) + (1- t)f(v) + Ca(ll:r - vii) . (3') 

We say that a function f(·) is strongly a(-) -paraconve:r: if there is a constant 
C > 0 such that for all x,y E It such that ll x - vii~ 8 and 0 ~ t ~ 1 we have 

f(tx + (1- t)v) 

~ tf(x) + (1- t)f(v) + C min[t, (1- t)]a(ll:1: - v ii) . ( 4') 

Basing on this extended notion of strongly a( · )-paraconvex functions we can 
formulate 

THEOREM 4 Let (X, 11·11) be a real Banach space. Let f(-) be a function defined 
on X with values in ffi.U { +oo}. Then, the f1mction f ( ·) is uniformly approximate 
convex if and only if there is an a(·) such that 

lim a(t) = 0 
ttO t 

(5) 

and s1~ch that the function is strongly a(-)-paraconvex on its domain dom f = 
{x EX: f( x) < +oo}. 

The proof will be based on the following lemma: 

LEMMA 5 A function f(· ) is strongly a(-)-pamconvex if and only if there is 
C 1 > 0 snch that 

f(tx + (1- t)v) ~ tf(x) + (1- t)f(y) + C1t(1- t)a(llx- vii). (4") 

Proof. This is a trivial consequence of the following inequality t(1 - t) ~ 
min[t, (1- t)] ~ 2t(1- t) for every t E [0, 1]. • 

Proof of Theorem 4. Suppose that a function f(-) is uniformly approximate 
convex and 8 > 0 be such that (1) holds with c = 1 for a ll x , v such that 
llx-v ll ~ 8. Let n denote the domain of the function f(-), domj. This domain 
is the uniformly locally convex set and for all :1: E X, the sets n n B ( x, 8) are 
convex. 

Let b(r:) > 0 denote the supremum of the numbers 8 such that (1) holds 
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to see that the function S(c) is non-decreasing. Now, let 8(c) be an arbitrary 

continuous increasing function such that 8(c) < S(c) forE> 0 and such that 

lim8(c) = o. 
c:lO 

(6) 

Let c(8) = 8- 1(c). Observe that c(8) is a continuous increasing function such 
that 

lim c(8) = 0. 
610 

(7) 

Let a(s) = sc(s). By (7) we have (5). Let x, vEX be such that llx- vii = 5. 
By the definition of 8( E) and c( 8) we have 

f(t .'r + (1- t)v):::; tj(.'r) + (1- t)f(v) + c(8)t(1- t)8 

= tf(x) + (1- t)f(y) + t(1- t)a(8) 

= tf(x) + (1- t)f(y) + t(1- t)a(llx- vii), 

i.e. by (4") the function f(·) is strongly a(·)-paraconvex. 
Suppose now that the function is strongly a(-)-paraconvex, i.e. there is C > 0 

such that 

f(tx + (1- t)y) :::; tf(x) + (1- t)f(v) + Ct(1- t)a(llx- vii). (4') 

Since (5) for every E > 0 there is 8 > 0 such that for 0 < s :::; 8, 

E 
a(s) :::; Cs. (8) 

Thus, by ( 4") and (8) we have 

f(tx + (1- t)v):::; tf(x) + (1- t)f(v) + Ct(1- t)a(II.T- vii) 
E 

:::; tf(x) + (1- t)f(v) + cCt(1- t)llx- vii 

= tf(x) + (1- t)f(y) + ct(1- t)llx- vii, 

i.e. the function f ( ·) is uniformly approximate convex. • 
It can be shown that a strongly a(· )-paraconvex function (i.e. uniformly 

approximate convex function) f (-) defined on a convex open set !.1 is locally 
Lipschitz (see Luc, Ngai and Thera, 2000, Rolewicz, 2001). 

Let f(-) be a real-valued function defined on a convex set !.1 C X. We say 
that a linear functional x* EX* is a a(·)-subgradient of the function f(·) at a 
point x0 if there is C > 0 such that 

(x*, h):::; f(xo +h)- f(xo) + Ca(llhll) (9) 

for all h such that .'r + h E !.1. 
The set of all a(-)-subgradients of the function .f(·) at the point x 0 is called 

the a(-)-subdiffeTential of the function .f(-) at the point x0 and we shall denote 
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The notions of o{)-subgradient and o{)-subdifferential can be considered as 
a unifonnization of the notion of subdifferent ial in nonconvex analysis , consid
ered by several authors (see for example Fabian, 1989, Ioffe , 1983, 1984, 1989, 
1990, Mordukchovich, 1980, 1988, and many more). 

It can be shown that for strongly o{ )-paraconvex functions the o{ )-subdif
ferentials and Clarke subdiffcrentials coincide (Rolcwicz, 2001). Thus, using 
Theorem 9 of Rolewicz (1999) we obtain 

THEOREM 6 Let (X, 11-11) be a real Banach space, which has the separable dual X*. 
Let f(-) be a strongly o:(-) -paraconvex (i.e. uniformly appmrim.ate conve:1.:) fml.c
tion. Suppose that its domain is an open set D. Then there is a subset A f of the 
first category S7tclt that on the set n \ A f the f7tnction .f is Fnichet differ-entiable t . 

Proof. Put .P = X* . Since the domain n of the function .f(-) is a uniformly 
locally convex set , which is simultaneously open , it is a union of disjoint open 
convex sets . Thus, without loss of generality we may assume that n is an open 
convex set . Thus, the function f(-) is locally Lipschitz (sec Luc, Ngai and Thera, 
2000, Rolewicz, 2001), i. e. for each xo EX there arc a convex neighbourhood V, 0 

and a constant L,"0 such that f satisfies on Vco the Lipschitz condition with a 
constant L,,0 . This implies that for every y E V.c0 the Clarke su bdifferential 
a fly at y is not empty. This snbdifferential is equal to the o{ )-snbdifferential. 
Hence f(-) is a continuous o{ )-X* -subdiffercntiable function on Vx0 • Since we 
can cover the whole set n by neighbourhoods Vco, f(-) is a continuous o{ )
X* -subdifferentiablc function on the whole D. Then by Theorem 9 of Rolewicz 
(1999) there is a subset A! C n of the first category such that on the se t n \ AJ 
the function f is Frechet differentiable. • 

COROLLARY 7 Let (X , 11-11) be a real Banach space , which has the separable 
dual X*. Let J (-) be a uniformly appro:~.:irnate convex Junction . Suppose that 
n = Int(domf) =F 0. Then, the1"e is a subset AJ of the fir-st catego1·y such that 
on the set n \ A f the fun ction f is H·echet differentiable. 

Proof. Let 

](x) = { f( .r) 
+oo 

if XED, 
otherwise. 

It is easy to see that j is a uniformly approximate convex function such that 
D = dom j and j(x) = f( x ) for :r E D. Thus, there is a subset AJ C D of 

the first category such that on the set n \ A 1 the function f = j is Frechet 
differentiable. • 

QuESTION 8 Is Comllar-y 7 valid for the appmxirnate convex functions ? 

tActually, in the present paper, in Corollary 7 and Proposition 9 the set A f can be taken 
1:--- ·-- - - - -·-· - --- - ~ ~ 1 -.-. .... ~1 ......... • 1 .. ~ C:~ .,.., ._ .-. ... 4- ......... ,... •••• ..., ..,. ., ,... .... ..., ...,., ,,J~ , +-h o or\ f"'.l ll a .-l uro-;a lrl1r ~l n iTlf'I_Q rn~ ll 
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Till now we have considered only scalar valued functions. In a similar way 
we can define strongly o{ )-paraconvex functions for fun ctions having values in 
a normed space Y ordered by a convex pointed cone Z with non-empty interior. 

Let as before a( t) be a nondecreasing function mapping the interval [0 , +oo) 
into the interval [0, +oo] such that a(O) = 0 and 

Jim sup a( t) < + oo . 
t!O t 

(2) 

Let (X, II ·llx ), (Y, ll·lh-·) be normcd spaces. Let (Y, II ·IIY) be ordered by a 
convex pointed cone Z with non-empty interior. Let !1 be a convex subset of X. 
Let f (-) be a function mapping !1 into Y, f : !1 --+ Y. Let e be an arbitrary 
fixed element of the interior of Z, e E Int Z. We say that the function f(-) 
is a(· ) -pamconvex if there is a constant C > 0 such tha t. for all x, y E !1 and 
0 ::; t ::; 1 we have 

f(tx + (1- t)y) :Sz tf(x) + (1- t)f(y) + Ca(ll1: - vll) e, (3v) 

where the inequali ty in (3.11 ) means the inequality in the sense of order :Sz 
induced by the cone Z. This definition does not depend on the choice of c E 
Int Z. It follows trivially from the fact that if we have two arbitrary e, g E Int. Z , 
then there arc c 1 , c2 > 0 such that c 1g ::; e ::; c2g. 

A natural question arises: is Theorem 6 valid for t he vector valued functions? 
We know only the answer in the case of finite dimensional spaces IR11 with 

the standard order. In this case an n-dimensional a(-) -paraconvcx function 
f"(-) = (!I(-) , ... , f.,(-)) is a( ·)-paraconvex if and only if a ll functions f;( ·), 
i = 1, . .. , n, are a(-)-paraconvex in the real-valued case. 

Thus, by Theorem 6, we trivia lly obtain 

PROPOSITION 9 Let (X , 11 -lll be a real Banach space, which has a separable 
dual X *. Let f(·) be ann-dimensional a(-) -paraconve.1: function. Suppose that 
its domain is an open set D. Then there is a subset A f of the first category such 
that on the set n \ A f the function f is Prechet differentiable. 
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